Study habit is one of the common problems meets by educators nowadays. It is very important for the students to develop such to acquire academic excellence.

Here are some tips that I think could help build study habits among students:

- **As a mentor; seek the cooperation of parents** to help you carry out your plan of building study habits for your students.

- Help and teach your students to **set a schedule** when to do assignments, review lessons and do projects. I think, atleast 1 to 2 hours a day before dinner is the best time depending upon the attention span of the students.

- **Get rid of distractions.** Do not allow your children (for parents) to watch television, listen to radio or use any gadget while on the duration of studies.

- **Have a break.** Parents should see to it that their children have finished the tasks intended for them to do then, end up the study time.

- Lastly, **help your children to establish it** as a daily routine to make it a habit.
Close supervision of parents aids a lot to develop study habits among students. If everyone does his/her share there is nothing impossible to achieve.
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